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PRS for Music Foundation launches new
initiative which supports the best British
orchestral music of the past 25 years
PRS for Music Foundation today (Thursday 7th July 2016) launches Resonate, the new fund
and resource which encourages professional orchestras to programme into their repertoire
the best pieces of British music from the past 25 years. Resonate is a partnership between
PRS for Music Foundation, the Association of British Orchestras (ABO) and broadcast
partner BBC Radio 3.
Support of up to £10,000 is available to UK orchestras who want to rehearse, programme,
tour or promote a piece of music from the Resonate database which includes the huge
number of works commissioned by UK orchestras in recent years. This database is now live
and can be accessed at: http://resonate.abo.org.uk.
Support will be given to up to 12 orchestras per year who can demonstrate a commitment to
presenting high quality contemporary UK repertoire which they will promote with the
Resonate brand as part of a season, tour and longer term audience development
programme.
Resonate aims to inspire more performances, recordings and broadcasts of outstanding UK
repertoire, as chosen by UK orchestras, whilst strengthening approaches to programming
contemporary repertoire for the benefit of audiences, composers and players in the UK and
overseas.
The Resonate database has been created to demonstrate the scope and quality of new
music already commissioned by UK orchestras and to give these orchestras a chance to
revisit pieces which would strengthen their programming of contemporary British music for
orchestras. The long term goal of Resonate is to establish a recognised body of works and
increase audiences’ familiarity with the music of the UK’s most talented composers.
Vanessa Reed, Executive Director, PRS for Music Foundation said, “Whilst we all enjoy
the excitement of hearing a brand new piece, it’s clear that audiences will never have the
chance to get to know music unless more of it is toured and imaginatively programmed way
beyond its first performance. That’s why we’re launching Resonate and focussing, in this
three year pilot, on the huge number of brilliant pieces for orchestra that deserve more
exposure. I look forward to following the programming of new pieces selected for this new
initiative and to working with ABO and BBC Radio 3 to amplify its impact amongst potential
participants and audiences across the UK.”
Mark Pemberton, Director, ABO said “The ABO is delighted to be working in partnership
with PRS for Music Foundation on its Resonate programme. For many years we have been
aware of the challenge for our members of programming repeat performance of new works,

and the financial help available from this funding scheme will undoubtedly make a difference,
creating more opportunities for British composers to establish a foothold in contemporary
repertoire.”
Edward Blakeman, Head of Music Policy and Programming at BBC Radio 3 said,
“Contemporary music is the lifeblood of classical music and guarantees the future of the art
form for audiences and orchestras alike. As the most significant commissioner of
contemporary classical music, BBC Radio 3 is delighted in our 70 th anniversary year to be
the broadcast partner for this initiative with the PRS for Music Foundation and the ABO.
Resonate will enable audiences in the concert hall and our millions of listeners on-air to
rediscover a whole range of important works that reflect the rich heritage of orchestral
composition in the UK in recent decades.”
Resonate receives additional support from The Foyle Foundation and the Boltini Trust.
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Notes to Editors
About PRS for Music Foundation
PRS for Music Foundation is the UK's leading charitable funder of new music and talent
development across all genres. Since 2000 PRS for Music Foundation has given more than
£23.6 million to over 5,300 new music initiatives by awarding grants and leading partnership
programmes that support music sector development. Widely respected as an adventurous
and proactive funding body, PRS for Music Foundation supports an exceptional range of
new music activity – from composer residencies and commissions to festivals and
showcases in the UK and overseas. www.prsformusicfoundation.com
About the Association of British Orchestras
The ABO is the national body representing the collective interests of professional orchestras,
youth ensembles and the wider classical music industry throughout the UK. The ABO's
mission is to enable and support an innovative, collaborative and sustainable orchestral
sector by providing advice, support, intelligence and information to the people who make
British orchestras a global success.
About BBC Radio 3
Radio 3 connects audiences with remarkable music and culture. It broadcasts distinctive
classical music and cultural programming, alongside regular arts and ideas programmes,
jazz, world and other interesting music. The station has four dedicated jazz strands, is the

only network station with a regular world music show and features more live classical music
programming than any other. Since the early days of BBC Radio 3, as The Third
Programme, the station has long been an important cultural patron, broadcasting every BBC
Prom live and more than 600 complete concerts a year - alongside arts programming, 90
full-length operas, over 25 drama commissions and over 20 new BBC music commissions a
year. The station is the most significant commissioner of new musical works in the country
and is committed to supporting new talent, from composers to writers and new young
performers, through schemes such as New Generation Artists, BBC Classical, Jazz and
World Introducing, and New Generation Thinkers. www.bbc.co.uk/radio3

